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ABSTRACT: Molecular self-assembled materials have attracted considerable interest
in recent years. As part of the efforts to overcome the shortcoming that the solution-
based methods were hardly applicable in preparing bulk macroscopic molecular self-
assemblies, Yanet al. [CCS Chem. 2020, 2, 98−106] developed a strategy of solid-phase
molecular self-assembly (SPMSA) that allows scaling up the generation of massive
supramolecular films. It is highly desired to understand the physical insight into the
SPMSA at a molecular level. Here, in combination with the experimental study, we
report molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on the SPMSA of the surfactant sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) using a coarse-grained method with the Martini force field model.
The MD simulations clearly manifest that a small amount of water is required to endow the SDS molecules with sufficient mobility
to self-assemble, and the smaller size of the preassembled SDS particles favors their further fusion into mesophases by reducing the
total surface Gibbs free energy, while the smaller interparticle distance decreases the time for the particle fusion. The simulation
results agree well with the conditions required in the experiment, confirming that SMPSA is a free-energy-favored process leading to
bulk self-assembled materials.

1. INTRODUCTION
Molecular self-assembly is a process in which amphiphiles
spontaneously assemble to form ordered structures with
unique properties.1 Advanced intelligent materials, such as
sensors,2 photoelectric conversion devices,3 biomedical
devices,4 luminescent materials,5 etc., can be obtained with
molecular self-assembly.6 However, so far most molecular self-
assemblies are obtained in the form of solution-based colloidal
dispersions.7−10 This solution-based molecular self-assembly is
hard to work with when bulk macroscopic materials are
required.11 To tackle this problem, we recently developed a
strategy of solid-phase molecular self-assembly (SPMSA),12−17

with which supramolecular films can be obtained at large
scales.13 This not only allows the preparation of noncolloidal
form self-supporting macroscopic molecular self-assembled
materials but also makes it possible to achieve diversified
functions.12−14,16,17

It was previously found that nanoscaled preassembled
structure, pressure, and a small amount of water are the
necessary factors for the SPMSA.12−18 To gain more physical
insights into the mechanism of the SPMSA across multiple
time and space scales, in this study, we employ molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations in combination with the experi-
ment to reveal the micropictures obtained during the
complicated self-assembly process. According to the time and
space scale, MD simulation can be divided into quantum MD
simulation (QM),19 all-atom (AA) MD simulation,20 and

coarse-grained (CG) MD simulation. The SPMAS is related to
all of the three scales, and the coarse-grained scale (μm) and
all-atom scale (nm) have the closest relationship with this
process.
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is widely applied in many

commercial cleaning products, such as soaps, toothpaste, etc.17

It is also used for DNA and protein extraction21 in
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Due to its common use,
SDS has been extensively studied experimentally over the past
century via different experimental methods.22,23 From the
perspective of colloidal chemistry, the preassemble behavior of
SDS is clearly known: the formation of tail-to-tail aligned
structures through hydrophobic interaction. Most importantly,
we found that the SDS powders freeze-dried from their
micellar solutions were able to self-assemble into a transparent
macroscopic film under conditions of SPMSA, whereas both its
commercial product and recrystallized products are not able to
form transparent films. For this reason, it would be an ideal
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model system for us to understand the physical picture of
SPMSA.
To obtain the CG force field24 parameter, the ab initio

simulation25 was used to obtain the partial charge of the AA
force field of the computational system and the all-atom
optimized potentials for liquid simulations (OPLS-AA) force
field26 was used to optimize force field parameters of each
bead.

2. METHODS
2.1. Experiment Details. 2.1.1. SPMSA of SDS. To obtain

the amorphous powder composed of nanometer-sized SDS
domains, the 100 mM SDS aqueous solution was freeze-dried
with a lyophilizer at −50 °C. Then, the powder was condensed
to a white cake by finger pressing with a pressure of around 8
MPa at room temperature. Upon dropping a small amount of
water onto the cake, the condensed powder was gradually
transformed into a transparent film within 30 min.
2.1.2. Crystalline Samples of SDS. The commercial powder

of SDS with a purity of 99.7% was dissolved in acetone and
recrystallized by solvent evaporation.
2.1.3. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Measurements. X-ray

diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed on a Rigaku
Dmax-2400 diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The solid
samples were placed on clean glass slides for small-angle range
tests. The lamellar period d in each sample was calculated
using Bragg’s Law, where d = λ/2 sin θ.
2.1.4. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)

Measurements. The FT-IR measurements of SDS were
carried out on Nicolet iN10 MX microscopic infrared
spectrometer (ThermoS-7 Scientific Co.) in the range of
4000−600 cm−1 under ambient conditions. The spectrometer
was equipped with an attenuated total reflection (ATR)
accessory with Smart iTR (diamond).
2.1.5. Polarized Optical Microscopy (POM) Measurement.

The photographs of birefringence were captured by an
LV100N polarizing microscope (Nikon Co.) in an ambient
environment at room temperature. The samples were photo-
graphed with θ ranging from 0 to 359°, where θ is the angle
between the analyzer and the alignment direction of the
sample.

2.2. Simulation Details. To obtain the accurate CG force
field parameters, ab initio simulation is used for the problems
involving chemical bond fracture and electron transfer, and the
full atomic partial charge of the whole system is given.
Specifically, the density functional theory (DFT) calculation
was employed using the 1.14*CM1A-LBCC method27 on
Lipargen.28 The atomic charge was optimized, which is given
in Table S1. With the fractional charge model obtained, the
optimized OPLS-AA force field29,30 (the final structure is given
in Figure S1) simulation is thus used to study the specific
molecular interaction in the SDS−H2O system. Finally, the CG
simulation parameters (Table S2) were optimized using the
OPLS-AA force field29 (the detailed mapping and optimized
process are given in Figure S2). The motion and fusion laws of
the mesoaggregates are given. Martini force field31 with 1000
times higher calculation efficiency is employed rather than the
OPLS-AA simulation.30 The simulation results based on the
optimized Martini force field of the density of SDS at 300 K
agree well with experimental results obtained from liter-
atures32,33 (Table S3). Furthermore, the diffusion coefficients
in low concentration (0.005−0.05M) was obtained based on
the MD simulation, and they agree perfectly with the literature

results as well34,35 (Figure S3). The above information qualifies
that our optimized Martini force field is reliable.
The OPLS-AA force filed36,37 consists of harmonic terms for

bond stretching and angle bending, a Fourier series for each
dihedral angle, and Coulombic and Lennard-Jones interactions
between atoms separated by three or more bonds as shown in
eq 1
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The total energy E of the system is the sum of individual
energies of Coulombic terms, Lennard-Jones terms, harmonic
bond stretching terms, angle bending terms, and a Fourier
series for torsional energetics. The partial atomic charge q is
fixed on each atom’s mass center, i and j represent all pairs of
atoms (i < j), and rij is the distance between atoms i and j. εij
and σij represent the Lennard-Jones radii and the potential well
depth. Kr, Kθ, and Vni (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the force constants
and req, θeq, and φi represent equilibrium values.
The Martini force filed31,38 is given in eq 2. The angle

bending terms and the Fourier series for torsional energetics is
ignored. Therefore, the MD simulation based on the Martini
force field is much faster than that based on the AA force field.
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In the coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG MD)
simulation, all of the beads have the same volume, radius,
and mass. These bead parameters are obtained as follows. The
size of a bead corresponds to four water molecules in the
Martini force field,31 where 4 to 1 is the law of coarse-grained
mapping. The molar volume of water is 18 cm3 mol−1.
Therefore, the volume of one water molecule is

=
× ·

=18 cm /mol
6.02 10 molecules mol

30 Åwater

3

23 1
3

(3)

and the volume and mass of one water bead are

= =4 120 Åb water
3

(4)

=m m4 water (5)

where m is the mass of a bead and mwater is the mass of one
water molecule (18 amu). Therefore, each bead has a mass of
72 amu. To define the diameter and radius of each bead, we
use eqs 6 and 7 39
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=r vc
3

b (6)

= =l ( ) 4.932 Åbox b
1/3 1/3 (7)

where lbox is the length of a cubic, νb is the volume of one water
bead defined by eq 4, and ρ is the number of beads in a cubic
volume of length lbox. By choosing ρ = 3, a liquid with the
compressibility of water is simulated.39 According to eq 7, lbox
= 7.11 Å, which corresponds to the diameter of each bead, and
half of it is the radius of a bead, 3.56 Å. The volume of each
bead is 120 Å3 (eq 4), and the mass of each bead is 72 amu (eq
5). In the simulations, the volume, size, and mass of the beads
are maintained constant, which come from Martini 2.0.38 All of
the calculations are performed in a cubic simulation box with
periodic boundary conditions applied in all directions. The
enclosed system is composed of beads of water, dodecyl sulfate
(SDS−), and hydrated sodium ions (Na+). The total number of
beads in the system is given by

=N
V

lb
box

box
3 (8)

where Nb is the total number of beads in the system, Vbox is the
total volume of the simulation box, and ρ is defined as the
number of beads, or bead density, in a cubic volume of length
lbox (see above), which is the diameter of a bead.
Several SDS concentrations have been calculated. To

establish the number of SDS coarse-grained molecules required
to ensure the desired concentration, we apply

=C
N

N V
S

A box (9)

=N CN VS A box (10)

where C is the mole concentration (M, molar), NS is the
number of coarse-grained molecules of SDS, NA is Avogadro’s

number (6.02 × 1023 molecules mol−1), and Vbox is the volume
of the box in liters.
The Martini CG potential is easier than an atomic potential

such as OPLS37 because of the simplification of the number of
calculation units and various optimizations in the force field
equation. Based on the comparison simulation time for atomic
and coarse grain, it is found that the Martini computational
efficiency is about 1000 times larger than the OPLS-AA
simulation. All simulations are conducted using the open-
source software package LAMMPS.40 Structural figures and
trajectory videos were prepared using VMD.41 The initial
configurations of the simulated systems are constructed to have
a random distribution of water molecules while ensuring SDS
molecules are distributed averagely in the entire volume.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Experimental Results of SDS Self-Assembly in

Solid Phase. Recently, Yan et al.13 found that molecules in
the precipitates formed with the aqueous mixture of ionic
surfactant and oppositely charged polyelectrolyte may undergo
self-assembly to form large-area self-supporting films under
pressure in the presence of a tiny amount of water.12−17 The
driving forces for the multiscale self-assembly process are
mainly the hydrophobic interaction between surfactant
molecules. The electrostatic interaction between the poly-
electrolyte chain and surfactant molecules is to endow the film
with the self-supporting ability through the cross-linking of
nanodomains formed by surfactants. Therefore, without
polyelectrolyte, the nanodomains of surfactants are expected
to still have the ability to undergo scale-span self-assembly in
the solid phase but cannot form self-supporting films.
To test this hypothesis, three different SDS powders,

namely, commercial SDS powders, SDS crystal powders
obtained from the recrystallization of commercial SDS in an
organic solvent, and the amorphous powder obtained from

Figure 1. Comparison of the experimental results of SDS film and other types of SDS solids. (a). Upper, from left to right: the photograph of
pressed SDS commercial powders, SDS crystals, and SDS films. Lower: polarized optical microscopy (POM) of these samples. Bar represents 100
μm. (b) Contact angle of water on the samples in (a). (c) XRD results of SDS film and freeze-dried SDS micelles. (d) FT-IR results for SDS film
and freeze-dried SDS micelles.
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freeze-dried aqueous SDS micellar solution, were employed as
the model system for the study of the SPMSA. It can be seen
from the photograph in Figure 1a that when the three SDS
powders are compacted at a pressure of 8 MPa, only the
powder of freeze-dried micelles is transformed into a
transparent film upon dropping a small amount of water
(Figure S4), while the other two solids remain as white cakes
under the same condition. Control experiments revealed that
all of the three powders have hydrophilic surfaces so that the
contact angles of water on them are all less than 20° (Figure
1b). This means that the failed formation of film in the
commercial powder and crystal SDS systems is not due to the
difference in water diffusion from the surface to the internal.
The XRD patterns for the films and the powder of freeze-dried
micelles are similar, both giving typical diffractions for two-
dimensional (2D) lamellar lattices (Figure 1c). However, the
diffractions are strikingly intensified and sharpened after the
freeze-dried SDS micelles are transformed into a film (Figure

1c), which indicates that the sizes of the SDS bilayers in the
SDS film are much larger than that in the powder cake of the
freeze-dried micelles.13 Indeed, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) observation clearly shows the layered structures in the
film (Figure S5). FT-IR results for the SDS film and freeze-
dried SDS micelles reveal that the wavenumber of symmetric
and asymmetric vibration of the hydrocarbon chains both
occur at 2850 and 2918 cm−1 (Figure 1d), which is the feature
of orderly packed SDS in bilayers. This means the formation of
SDS films from freeze-dried micelles does not change the
packing mode of SDS molecules. It is noticed that polarized
optical microscopy (POM) images manifest strong birefren-
gence only for the transparent SDS film (Figure 1a), indicating
that neither the commercial SDS powder nor the crystallized
SDS sample is able to form mesophases under conditions of
SPMSA.

3.2. Simulation of SDS Self-Assembly in Solid Phase
with Optimized Martini Force Field. Based on the above
experimental results, and the qualified MD method using the
optimized Martini CG force field in Section 2.2, we simulated
and analyzed the molecular self-assembly process of SDS in the
solid phase and systematically studied the effect of water,
pressure, and the size of SDS aggregates in the sample formed
by freeze-dried SDS micelles in this study.
3.2.1. Effect of the Molar Ratio of H2O/SDS. To study the

impact of water content on the SPMSA process, the molar
ratio of H2O/SDS is varied between 0:1 and 93:1. The initial
states of these different systems are constructed to have a
random distribution of water molecules but a uniform
distribution of SDS molecules, as demonstrated by the
moltemplate package42 and PACKMOL package.43 Simulation
manifests that variation of initial water distribution has not
much difference on the self-assembling behavior of SDS
(Figure S6). The snapshots of the 1 ns NPT (a system with a
fixed number N of molecules, 1 atm pressure P, and 300 K
temperature T) simulation for systems with different water
content (Table 1) are given in Figure 2.
The snapshots in Figure 2 reveal that in the H2O/SDS molar

ratio range of 0:1 to 0.26:1 with a small amount of water, the
SDS domains cannot merge into lamellae, so the individual
domain boundaries are clearly observed. This means if there is
no sufficient water in the preassembled SDS powders, SPMSA
cannot occur, which agrees well with our experimental results
in Figure 1a. The calculation suggests that as the content of
water is increased to reach the H2O/SDS molar ratio of 0.33:1
to 1:1, the isolated SDS domains merge into continuous

Table 1. Simulation Details of SPMSA of the SDS−H2O
System in Martini CG Force Fielda

mole ratio (H2O/SDS) NS Nw dbox (Å) CSDS (M)

0 300 0 56.1 2.82
0.067 300 20 56.266 2.80
0.133 300 40 56.216 2.81
0.2 300 60 56.36 2.784
0.26 300 80 56.39 2.779
0.33 300 100 56.4 2.778
0.67 300 200 59 2.43
1 300 300 59.2 2.40
1.33 300 400 59.4 2.38
1.67 300 500 59.6 2.35
2 300 600 59.65 2.348
2.33 300 700 59.7 2.34
2.67 300 800 60 2.31
4 300 1200 60.8 2.22
8 300 2400 63.2 1.97
16 300 4800 68.5 1.55
32 300 9600 77.4 1.07
64 300 19,200 90.8 0.67
80 300 24,000 96.2 0.56
93 300 28,000 100.5 0.49

aNs and Nw are the initial number of SDS and water molecules,
respectively. dbox is the length along the X/Y/Z direction of the
simulated cubic box. CSDS is the calculated concentration of SDS
corresponding to each molar ratio between water and SDS.

Figure 2. Snapshots of CG simulation at 1 ns for the SDS−H2O systems (water is not shown) with varying water contents. The red bead is the
SDS head group and the blue bead is the tail of SDS.
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lamellae composed of SDS bilayers. Further increasing the
content of water to the H2O/SDS molar ratio range of 1.67:1
to 8:1, bicontinuous phases are formed. Both the lamellar
phase and the bicontinuous phases are the result of SPMSA,
indicating that this process may occur in the broad range of

H2O/SDS molar ratio between 0.33:1 and 8:1. Indeed,
experimental results reveal that the content of water may be
about 12−16% (wt %) in some SPMSA systems.17 It is noticed
that the calculation results manifest that as the H2O/SDS
molar ratio exceeds 16:1, the system gives characteristic
solution features, where the SDS molecules are dispersed in the
whole system. In experiments, it is rational that the SDS finally
forms a solution if enough water is added. These scenarios
verify that the current MD simulations are reasonable in
describing the SPMSA behavior of SDS.
To probe the molecular arrangement in the SDS systems

with different water contents, the radial distribution function
(RDF) between SDS molecules for the SDS−H2O system was
further analyzed. Figure 3a shows that as the mole ratio of
H2O/SDS is in the range of 0:1 to 0.26:1, multiple peaks occur
and the peak position changes with the water content,
indicating that the SDS molecules cannot form orderly
arranged structures due to the lack of mobility. In contrast,

Figure 3. Quantitative analysis of CG simulation for SDS−H2O systems at different water contents. (a) RDF at 4 ns in SPDMA (the range of 0:1
to 0.26). (b) RDF in the range of 1:0.33 to 1:16. (c) Diffusion coefficiency curve of SDS at different mole ratios of H2O/SDS. (d) Diffusion range
of SDS molecules in x- and y-directions at different mole ratios of H2O/SDS.

Table 2. Simulation Details of SPMSA of the SDS−H2O
System at Different Interparticle Distancesa

d (nm) lx (Å) ly (Å) lz (Å) n NS Nw

2 56.5 153 153 300 300 300
4 56.5 193 193 300 300 300
8 56.5 273 273 300 300 300
16 56.5 433 433 300 300 300
32 56.5 753 753 300 300 300

ad is the interparticle distance. lx, ly, and lz are the box size in the xyz-
directions, respectively. n, NS, and Nw are the initial cluster size, the
initial number of SDS, and the initial number of water molecules,
respectively.

Figure 4. 3D snapshots of SPMSA at 4 ns at different cluster spacings.
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as the H2O/SDS molar ratio enters the region of 1:0.33 to 1:16
(Figure 3b), where the lamellae and bicontinuous phase are
formed, double peaks can be obtained, indicating that the SDS
molecules are self-assembled orderly into bilayer structures.
Figure 3c shows the diffusion coefficients calculated from the
MSD curves (Figure S7). It is clear that when the content of
water is very low, the impact of water on the diffusion
coefficient is much larger than that when the water content is
high. This means that the presence of a small amount of water
is very crucial for the SPMSA formation. As the content of

water is higher than a critical value, further increasing water
would not produce a determinative impact on the SPMSA.
To better understand the microscopic picture of the

diffusion ability of SDS, the diffusion range is calculated
from the xy-coordinates at 4 ns using eq 11

= +
=

x yrange Max( )
i

N

i i1

2 2
(11)

where N is the bead number, i is the bead index, and xi and yi
are the coordinates of the bead i. According to the diffusion
range in x- and y-directions (Figure 3d), the formation of the
SPMSA film only requires SDS molecules to move in a small
amplitude of ±50 Å at the bottom of the cuplike three-
dimensional (3D) illustration of the diffusion range. Excess
water is not required in the structure of the SPMSA film.
However, in experiments, we have to drop much more excess
water to facilitate sufficient SDS migration within a short time.
The redundant water leaves the film via spontaneous
evaporation. Of course, larger than this displacement of SDS
facilitated by higher water content is also helpful for the
SPMSA formation, but the excess water would be excluded
from the system via evaporation to keep the system in the form
of films.
3.2.2. Influence of Interparticle Distance on the SPMSA

Behavior. In the experiment, pressure is required to achieve
SPMSA. Since the pressure here is only of medium strength,
we consider its role to compact the solids by shortening the
interparticle distance. In the NVT MD simulation, the distance
between the SDS domains is then studied to elucidate the role
of pressure on SPMSA. The initial simulation details are given

Figure 5. Relationship between the interparticle distance d of SDS domains and first collision time t in 4*(300SDS + 300H2O) system. (a) Time vs
distance. (b) R vs d−3 and the linear fit.

Table 3. Simulation Details of SPMSA of the SDS−H2O
System of Different Cluster Sizesa

n d (nm) NS Nw lx (Å) ly (Å) lz (Å)

150 8 150 150 56.5 240 240
300 8 300 300 56.5 273 273
1200 8 1200 1200 56.5 386 386
2400 8 2400 2400 56.5 480 480
4800 8 4800 4800 56.5 612 612
7500 8 7500 7500 56.5 725 725
150 16 150 150 56.5 400 400
300 16 300 300 56.5 433 433
1200 16 1200 1200 56.5 546 548
2400 16 2400 2400 56.5 640 640
4800 16 4800 4800 56.5 772 772
7500 16 7500 7500 56.5 845 845

ad is the interparticle distance. lx, ly, and lz are the box size in the xyz-
direction, respectively. n, NS, and Nw are the initial cluster size, the
initial number of SDS, and the initial number of water molecules,
respectively.

Figure 6. 3D snapshots at different cluster sizes in the SDS−H2O SPMSA process when d = 8 and 16 nm are obtained at 4 ns.
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in Table 2 and the 3D snapshots are shown in Figure 4. Each
SDS domain is set to contain 300 SDS and 300 water. It is
found that the first collision time t increases as the distance d
becomes larger (Figure 5a). This agrees well with our
experimental observations that increasing pressure enhances
the ability of SPMSA formation.13

To quantitatively study the impact of the distances d
between the clusters on the molecular self-assembly in the
solid phase, we define the fusion rate R of the SDS domains as
R = 1/t, where t is the minimum time required for the first
collision of the two SDS domains. Figure 5b shows that the R
∼ d−3 plot gives a linear relationship, which can be described
by the function of R = 196d−3. Since d is the distance between
two SDS domains, this function indicates that the fusion rate of
the SDS domains can be drastically reduced by increasing the
interdomain distance. This explains why experimentally
external pressure is required for the self-assembly of SDS in
solid states. It should be pointed out that the R ∼ d−3

relationship may be different for different systems in the
SPMSA study.
3.2.3. Influence of Domain Size on the SPMSA Behavior.

The experimental results in Figure 1 indicate that the size of
the initial SDS domains in the solids is crucial for the
occurrence of SPMSA. Then, the size of the SDS clusters
varied by changing the number of SDS molecules in each SDS
domain from 150 SDS + 150 H2O to 7500 SDS + 7500 H2O
in CG MD simulation. The simulation details are given in
Table 3, and the 3D snapshots at 4 ns in different cluster sizes
are given in Figure 6.
The quantitative relationship between the fusion rate and

domain size in Figure 7a shows that the distance between the
domains has a great impact on the time required for the first
collision. In the case of the interdomain distance being 8 nm,
the collision time increases slowly with the increasing domain
size. However, at the interdomain distance of 16 nm, the
collision time increases sharply as the domain reaches a certain
size. This means that fusion of the SDS domains does not
occur anymore as the domain size exceeds a threshold.
The physical insight into the impact of SDS domain size on

the SPMSA lies in the sharply reduced variation of Gibbs free
energy (ΔG) with the increasing cluster size. Figure 7b shows
the variation in Gibbs free energies accompanied by the cluster

fusion obtained from the simulation (Figure S8). The fix
plumed command of LAMMPD package44 was used to
calculate the Gibbs free energies. It is clear that with the
increasing cluster size, the fusion caused the reduction of Gibbs
free energy reduces, making the fusion less energy favorable.
Because the fusion of the SDS domains reduces the total
surface area of the system, the surface Gibbs free energy of the
system is decreased.
Theoretically, the total surface Gibbs free energy change45

can be obtained from eq 12
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where N0 is the total number of SDS molecules, n is the initial
size of the cluster, and γ is the interfacial free energy per unit
area. One first equates nυ0 to the volume of a cluster
containing n SDS molecules and then uses this relation to
factor n2/3 to obtain the area of the SDS domain, presumably a
sphere. Since N0, γ, and υ0 are all constant in the SDS−H2O
system, the dimensionless surface Gibbs free energy change is
proportional to n−1/3. The red line in Figure 7b shows the
fitting curve obtained on the basis of eq 12. It is clear that the
simulation result (black squares) and the theoretical prediction
(red line) agree very well with each other, and both show that
the variation in the Gibbs free energy decreases drastically as
the cluster size reaches a critical value of about 1000 SDS. This
means that there is a critical cluster size (CCS) for the SPMSA.
SPMSA occurs only when the domain size is smaller than this
CCS. This explains the experimental observations that the SDS
crystals and commercial powders do not undergo SPMSA
under the same conditions as those for the freeze-dried SDS
micelles. However, this CCS value should be different for
different surfactant systems. For this reason, we do not look
seriously at the absolute value for the thresh hold value of the
domain size.

4. CONCLUSIONS
MD simulations based on the CG model for SPMSA of the
SDS study confirm that water, pressure, size of the SDS

Figure 7. Analysis of CG simulation for the SDS−H2O systems at different initial cluster sizes. (a) Relationship between starting collision time and
unit size in the SDS−H2O SPMSA system at two different interdomain distances. (b) Variation in surface energy change upon fusion of the SDS
clusters with the individual cluster size of SDS calculated by simulation. The red line is the fitting curve based on the equation y = An−1/3 + B. The
size n is expressed as the number of SDS molecules in each cluster.
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domains, and distance between the domains cooperatively
facilitate the SPMSA. It reveals that the merging of the
preassemblies occurs efficiently as the molar ratio of [SDS]/
[H2O] is in the range of 1:0.33 to 1:16, so a critical H2O/SDS
molar ratio of 1:0.33 is required for the occurrence of its
SPMSA. Increasing the pressure could compact the amorphous
solid of SDS; therefore, the drastically reduced interdomain
distance would facilitate the SPMSA. The domain size of the
surfactant is also very crucial for the SPMSA. The smaller the
domain size, the faster the fusion of the domains. For large
SDS domains with a large interdomain distance, failure of
SPMSA is expected in the CG MD simulation. This MD study
confirms our proposed picture for the experimentally observed
SPMSA process, indicating that SPMSA is a thermodynami-
cally favored process that would be generalized to a vast
number of systems.
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